
THE NEW BRAND

THE ICON   

The day Intergroup founders designed their logo, three 
men came together and drew three arrows all pointing in 
the same direction toward a circle – the symbol for the 
unity of a collaborative firm. They created this symbol as 
a reminder to build a firm founded on Aristotle’s legend-
ary philosophy “the whole must be greater than the sum 
of its parts.”

One by one, young architects joined the team, each 
excited to become part of something greater than their 
individual successes. By focusing on strengthening 
each other, the firm as a whole prospered. 

Today, the ICON is the corporate identity and signature 
of Intergroup Architects. The physical characteristics 
associated with the icon are designed to not only 
continue the tradition of unity set down by the founders, 
but also reflect Intergroup’s precision, strength, passion, 
relevancy, and forward thinking.

OUR BRAND PROMISE

Our designs are part of our clients’ success stories. Our role 
in your success story is to design what you envision and 
find MORE in your project. Designing Success starts with our 
commitment to what we believe are the three most important 
aspects of your project: the process, your experience, and 
the outcome.

Process: Designing a building is a process of discovery. Our 
methods define project success criteria and provide direc-
tion for decisions that impact architectural fees, construction 
costs, project viability, and timely project completion.

Experience: Your experience is important. That's why we 
place a high value on meeting and exceeding your expecta-
tions. We listen and ask questions, we provide a consistent 
team led by talented principals, and we make ourselves 
available and responsive to your inquiries.

Outcome: We know the outcome of your project is the most 
important. Our approach is holistic, emphasizing project 
outcomes that prioritize flexibility for today and exit strategy 
for tomorrow.

When comparing apples to apples, these aspects are the 
core of our firm’s character and what makes Intergroup 
Architects truly a Red Delicious.


